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We are one of Scotland’s leading 
independent florists for beautiful, seasonal 
blooms and original, creative design. 
Established in 1997, we have been helping 
couples celebrate for over 20 years. 
 
Our inspiration comes from nature, with a 
focus on seasonal flowers, foliage and 
textures. Our style is a bit wilder, free and 
less structured, allowing the flowers to do 
the talking.  
 
We are a friendly, talented team, dedicated 
to our couples; many of whom have 
become friends. 
 
 

OUR WEDDINGS 
 

From the smallest buttonhole, to epic 
arches; from pretty back gardens, to grand 
ballrooms – our wedding flowers are all 
truly personal to you. 
 
We are open and transparent. We won’t 
bamboozle with elaborate descriptions. We 
won’t bury hidden costs in the small 
print. And, most importantly, we promise 
not to give you the same flowers that 
you’ve seen a thousand times! We will 
listen to you and your ideas, and together 
we will collaborate to help make it the 
best day ever! 
 
 

STEP BY STEP 
 

You have probably never considered 
wedding flowers before, so we hope this 
guide will make your planning a bit 
easier. Here’s how to get started: 
 

Step One: Research 
Look online, especially social media. Just like 
invitations or music, flowers reflect your style, 
so check you like what we do. 
 
Step Two: Get in Touch 
Please use our online form to make an initial 
enquiry. It asks about your date and venue, 
rough numbers, any ideas on style and 
colours, along with other bits of information. 
 
Step Three: Let’s Chat 
After we receive your form, we’ll get in touch 
to arrange a chat and take it from there. We 
are flexible with days of the week and times, 
but sometimes we book up in advance 
(especially Saturday appointments). 
 
 

PLANNING & APPOINTMENTS 
 

We’ll use our first chat to type up a draft 
plan for your wedding flowers (including 
costs). After this, if you decide to go with us, 
we will ask you for a booking fee to secure 
the date. 
 
Once the booking is confirmed, we will invite 
you for this second consultation appointment. 
This can be in-person, or over the phone. 
This is all about confirming the details and 
looking at specific flowers, colours, etc., in 
more detail. We’ll also look over all the little 
practical things like set-up costs and delivery 
information. 
 
 



After you have had a chance to look over 
your brief, we hope you will choose us for 
your flowers. To move forward with us, 
set up the second appointment, and secure 
the date in our calendar, we will ask you 
for a booking fee. Usually this is £200 but 
might be more or less depending on your 
requirements. The booking fee is non-
refundable, but will be deducted from 
your final invoice. 
 
We love working on weddings and feel 
very lucky to be involved with lots of 
events throughout the year, but this can 
mean that our diary fills up. It’s 
important to note that your date will 
remain open for others to book until we 
receive the fee.  
 
 

ADDITIONAL CHARGES 
 

We have a very transparent charging 
process and will break everything down 
and list all costs separately.  
 
In addition to the costs for your flowers, 
there may be some other charges such as 
delivery, installation, disposal, vase hire, 
etc. Some or all of these may not apply to 
you, and it will vary depending on your 
requirements, but we will always make 
you aware of any extra costs.  

 
Delivery charges are dependent on the 
address and travel distance. Installation and 
disposal will relate to the time we need to 
spend on site setting things up.  
 
 

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST? 
 

The overall cost for your flowers will vary 
depending on lots of things: your budget, 
flower choices, colours, quantities, etc. But we 
understand that you probably don’t know 
how much a bridal bouquet or flower arch 
might cost, so we have outlined some average 
prices here to help with your planning.  
 
We don’t have a minimum overall spend and 
will always try and tailor the costs so they are 
comfortable for you and within your budget. 
If in doubt, just ask us. 



HANDTIED BRIDAL BOUQUETS 
 

Classic dome: beautiful flowers combined with seasonal foliage and textures. These can be 
made in various styles, from neat and manicured, to relaxed and meadowy. Handtied with 
ribbon binding. (From £120) 
 
Trailing, teardrop and larger bouquets: wild and romantic rambling style, or classic, delicate 
shower forms. Handtied with ribbon binding. (From £150) 

 
 

BRIDESMAID & FLOWER GIRL 
 

A smaller version of the bridal bouquet using complementary flowers and colours.  
(From £80) 
 
Flower girl posie designed for under 12s. (From £40) 
 
 

HAIR FLOWERS 
 

Hair Circlet / Crown: wired crown of flowers with ribbon fastening. (Full £80, Half £60)  
 
Hair Comb: flowers wired on a hair comb. (From £50)  
 
Hair Buds: individually wired stems for placement in the hair. (From £35) 
 
 

BUTTONHOLES 
 

Gentleman’s Buttonhole: rose, thistle and/or seasonal stems bundled with foliage. Open stems 
with twine or ribbon binding. (From £12) 

 
Junior Buttonhole: as above, but smaller scale suitable for under 12s. (From £8) 
 
 

CORSAGES 
Lady’s Lapel Corsage: cluster of flowers and foliage designed for a garment or handbag and 
secured using magnets. Open stem with twine or ribbon binding. (From £20) 
 
Wrist Corsage: crafted to sit elegantly on the wrist. (From £30) 



AISLE 
 

From wild bundles of eucalyptus tied with trailing ribbon (from £30), to dramatic swags filled 
with flowers (from £70), lining the path to the ceremony will add atmosphere to any venue. 
Jam jar posies tied with ribbon are a lovely option (from £30). 
 
Seat and pew ends are great options, but you could place displays on the ground, such as floor 
meadows. We can also advise on suitable options that can be reused. 
 
 

LONG & LOW DISPLAYS 
 

Long and low arrangements (from £140 for 60cm length, and length can be increased to suit) 
are great focal-point flowers perfectly suited for mantlepieces, altars or officiant tables. They are 
usually front facing with a moss backing and are really easy to reuse, perhaps on the top table. 
 
For a more casual look, we could also use handtied arrangements in glassware or a little trio 
of filled posie jars (see costs below). 
 
 

PLINTH DISPLAYS, PEDESTALS & URNS 
 

Bring the wow factor with these large scale displays. These can work anywhere, but are perfect 
for framing key areas like entrances or providing backdrops to the ceremony. They can be 
elegant and formal, adding structure and symmetry to a space. Or go wild and asymmetric 
and bring the outside in using large branches and trailing ivy.  
 
Small plinth arrangements (no urn) from £140, Pedestal and filled urns from £250-£350).  
 
 

ARCHS & FRAME INSTALLATIONS  
 

In our signature naturalistic style, we can create showstopping ceremony arches/floral columns 
and venue entrances. We can also make sure they moveable so can be reused at the party.  
 
Options can include full arches (from £700), broken/asymmetric (from £500), half-arch (from 
£400) and hoop/moon arches (from £450). 
 
 

MEADOWS AND FILLED CRATE INSTALLATIONS 
A more informal, relaxed and rustic alternative to arches and pedestals, we can create garden 
style meadow displays and vintage wooden crates filled to the brim with flowers and foliage. 
 
Floor meadows (from £140 for 60cm length) and filled crates (small £80, medium £160 and 
large £240). Additional vintage crates available to hire. 



FLOWERS IN GLASSWARE 
 

BUD VASES & POSIE JARS: 
Filled jars look beautiful running the length of long tables or grouped in various sizes on 
round tables. Single stem bud vases from £5, small/narrow bottles from £15 and jam jar posies 
from £25 (all excluding glassware). 
 
MID-SIZE VASES: 
Loose, rambling and glorious arrangements of flowers and foliage in low-level glassware. These 
are large enough to stand alone as a single arrangement in the centre of a table (from £65).  
Larger versions can be created for venue décor, such as bars and guestbook tables (from £100). 
 
TALL TABLE VASES: 
These are great to add height to your tables, using 70cm (approx.) glassware topped with floral 
displays and foliage, these arrangements will provide major impact to any venue (from £150).  
 
 

ELEVATED FLORAL TABLE CENTRES & CANDELABRAS 
 

Another impactful option for your tables, we can combine beautiful flowers with contemporary 
brass cube stands, or classic candelabras. Brass cubes with floral display from £170. Foliage 
dressed candelabras from £75. 
 
 

TABLE RUNNERS  
 

These are a great way to simply decorate long tables, like trestles or banqueting style. A 
continuous line of loosely laid foliage such as eucalyptus, ruscus and fern, looks amazing and 
creates a lovely, informal atmosphere. Table runners are great on their own but also look 
wonderful with jar posies or taller displays. (Foliage runners from £20 per meter) 
 
 

CAKE FLOWERS 
 

Bedeck your cake in fresh flowers and foliage to create a showstopping centrepiece. Cake 
topper (from £35), side spray (from £30), or individually wired blooms (£35 for a set). 
 
 

LARGE SCALE INSTALLATIONS 
 

Floral chandeliers, staircase garlands, mantelpiece meadows, suspended hoops… If you can 
dream it, we’ll find a way to create it! Costs for these types of installations always vary 
depending on scale and logistics, but we can chat in more detail when we meet. 



EMAIL 
 

INFO@POLLINATION.CO.UK 
 
 
 
 

TELEPHONE 
 

+44(0)131 313 1011 
 
 
 
 

ADDRESS 
 

42 ASHLEY TERRACE  
EDINBURGH 

EH11 1RY 
 
 
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

INSTAGRAM: @POLLINATION_FLOWERS  
 

FACEBOOK: POLLINATION FLOWERS AND PLANTS 
 


